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Lighter
E L E M E N T S

Benzene
(With sincere apologies to 
William Blake.)
Benzene! Benzene! Burning bright
Belching engines day and night1

What immortal hand or eye
Could frame Kekulé’s symmetry2?

Who’d have thought your Carbon Six
Could have produced such toxic tricks
Or provide the building blocks
For a plastic world (and cure the pox)?

Aesthetic, perfect aromatic
Substitutes produce chromatic
Dyes that brighten every day3.
Thank you, Mr. Faraday4.

Clothe our backs5 and cure our ills
Blow or dull our brains with pills6

Ironic that your homologues
Pollute our land and stock our smogs7.

Benzene—your hydroxyl daughters
Need locking up, they pollute our

waters8.
Adding chlorine provides persistence9

(Target organs keep your distance).

Doubt Kekulé ever dreamt
Of such riches (or torment).
Oh benzene whether bound or free
Did He who made the Lamb make 

Thee?

Benzene! Benzene! Burning bright
Belching engines day and night
What immortal hand or eye
Could frame Kekulé’s symmetry? 

Paul Board

Footnotes
1. Benzene is a significant constituent of

petrol. 
2. Friedrich August Kekulé (1829–1896)

is credited with elucidating the symmet-
rical ring structure of benzene C6H6,
claiming as an old man that the idea of
the carbon chain had first occurred to
him in the summer of 1854 on top of a
London omnibus, although the matter
remains controversial.

3. Many synthetic dyes are based on substi-
tuted benzene molecules such as
aniline,C6H5NH2.

4. Michael Faraday (1791–1867) discovered
benzene in compressed oil gas in 1825.
If you can get to London, you can see
his laboratory too, just off Piccadilly,
at the Michael Faraday Museum (alter-
natively, visit the Royal Institution’s
website www.ri.ac.uk).

5. Benzene is used in the production of
artificial leather.

6. Benzene is used in the manufacture of
medicinal chemicals.

7. Benzene is a known carcinogen and can
pollute both the air we breathe and
the land we live on.

8. Phenols (benzene substituted with OH
groups) and related compounds are

particularly hydrophilic and pollute
our waterways.

9. Organochlorines such as organochlorine
pesticides (DDT is an example) and poly-
chlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) do not read-
ily break down in the environment and
tend to bioaccumulate due to their
lipophilicity, causing fatalities particu-
larly at the higher ends of the food chain.

Labster’s Unabashed
Dictionary
Hydrophobia (n): Fear of your bill from

the Niagara Falls Electric Co.
Ionophore (n): What I said when I fell

off the chair.
Lecithin (adj): More fat.
Porin (adj): What it is when it’s rain-

in’ hard.

Elemental Tom Swifties
“Take plenty of the dark purple solu-

tion,” Tom offered manganimously.
“This old pipe is rusty,” said Tom iron-

ically.
“Scale keeps forming inside the kettle,”

complained Tom recalcitrantly. ◆

Please send your work-related sto-
ries to the Editorial Office as listed
on page 6. If your humor is pub-
lished, you will receive either a
Today’s Chemist at Work T-shirt or
coffee mug.
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